EXTerior A - ILLUMINATED MAIN ID (NORTHWEST WALL)

SQ FT. = 15.95

A. ILLUMINATED CHANNEL LETTERING
   Qty: 1
   3" Deep channel letter with aluminum returns painted matte black. Interior of channels painted reflective white. .177" translucent white acrylic faces.
   White LEDs populate interior of channels for face illumination. Low voltage wiring connected to external power supply to 120V 20A circuit. Drill holes to be at base of letters and to be baffled.
   MOUNT: Letters mounted flush to wall with mechanical fasteners.

B. ILLUMINATED CHANNEL SMILE LOGO
   Qty: 1
   3" Deep channel letter logo with aluminum returns painted matte black. Interior of channels painted reflective white. .177" translucent white acrylic faces.
   White LEDs populate interior of channels for face illumination. Low voltage wiring connected to external power supply to 120V 20A circuit. Drill holes to be at base of letters and to be baffled.
   Wireway to be used as a standoff for the arrow since the soffit is uneven. Access to interior of wireway to be from the base with drain holes drilled every 48". Box painted green to match building (CALL OUT TBD).
   MOUNT: Wireway mounted to designated wall with mechanical fasteners. Smile mounted to wireway with mechanical fasteners.

NEED TO SURVEY SOFFIT TO VERIFY DEPTH TO BUILD WIREWAY SO BOTH TOP AND BOTTOM LETTER LINES ARE FLUSH TO ONE ANOTHER

DetaiLS ON PAGE 6

ELEVATION - EXTERIOR PARTIAL NORTH WALL

Scale: 1/4" = 1'-0"
EXTERIOR B - ILLUMINATED MAIN ID (NORTH WALL)

SQ FT. = 15.95

A. ILLUMINATED CHANNEL LETTERING
  Qty: 1
  3" Deep channel letter with aluminum returns painted matte black.
  Interior of channels painted reflective white.
  .177" Translucent white acrylic faces.
  White LEDs populate interior of channels for face illumination.
  Low voltage wiring connected to external power supply to 120V 20A circuit.
  Drain holes to be at base of letters and to be baffled.
  MOUNT
  Letters mounted flush to wall with mechanical fasteners.

B. ILLUMINATED CHANNEL SMILE LOGO
  Qty: 1
  3" Deep channel letter logo with aluminum returns painted matte black.
  Interior of channels painted reflective white.
  .177" Translucent white acrylic faces.
  White LEDs populate interior of channels for face illumination.
  Low voltage wiring connected to external power supply to 120V 20A circuit.
  Drain holes to be at base of letters and to be baffled.
  Wireway to be used as a standoff for the arrow since the soffit is uneven.
  Access to interior of wireway to be from the base with drain holes drilled every 48".
  Box painted green to match building (CALL OUT TBD).
  MOUNT
  Wireway mounted to designated wall with mechanical fasteners.
  Smile mounted to wireway with mechanical fasteners.

DETAILS ON PAGE 6

SIDE VIEW
Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0"

NEED TO SURVEY SOFFIT TO VERIFY DEPTH TO BUILD WIREWAY SO BOTH TOP AND BOTTOM LETTER LINES ARE FLUSH TO ONE ANOTHER

ELEVATION - EXTERIOR PARTIAL NORTH WALL
Scale: 1/4" = 1'-0"
WINODW DECALS - BENEFITS MESSAGING (NORTHWEST WALL)

BENEFITS MESSAGING DECALS
Scale: 3/4" = 1'-0"

A. VINYL WINDOW DECALS
Qty: 1 of Each (3)
Second surface vinyl cut decals.
White vinyl lettering.
Orange vinyl to match PMS 1375C.
Blue vinyl to match PMS 2995C.

INSTALL
2ND SURFACE direct application to windows.
Center decals horizontally and measure 40" to baseline of first line of text to base of glass.

TOTAL SQ. FT. = TBD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMS 1375C</td>
<td>3M Kumquat Orange Stack Vinyl Coated Finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMS 2995C</td>
<td>Coated Finish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measure line baseline of from line to base of glass, 40".

ELEVATION - EXTERIOR PARTIAL NORTHWEST WALL
Scale: 3/4" = 1'-0"
WINDOW DECALS - STORE URL / HOURS / RULES

A. **VINYL WINDOW DECALS “STORE HOURS”**
   - Second surface vinyl cut decals.
   - White vinyl lettering.
   - **FONT**: Avenir Extra Bold / Amazon Ember Regular

B. **VINYL WINDOW DECALS “STORE URL”**
   - Second surface vinyl cut decals.
   - White vinyl lettering.
   - **FONT**: Avenir Extra Bold / Amazon Ember Regular

C. **VINYL WINDOW DECALS “STORE RULES”**
   - Second surface white vinyl cut decals.

**INSTALL**
- 2ND SURFACE direct application to each entry door window locations.
- Center decals horizontally and measure 54" to baseline of top line text to floor.

**TOTAL SQ. FT. = TBD**
EXTERIOR - BLOCK OUT WINDOW VINYL

A. VINYL BLOCK OUT MATERIAL:
Qty 1
3M Medium Gray 180C-31. Vinil applied 2ND SURFACE as blockout vinyl covering all window areas around door.

MOUNT
2ND SURFACE application with vertical seams if necessary on lower windows.
Hello, Cambridge.

**DIMENSIONAL WALL LETTERING**

Scale: 1" = 1'-0"

A. DIMENSIONAL WALL LETTERING  
Qty: 1  
1/2" Laser cut acrylic face and sides painted PMS Cool Gray 9 with a matte finish.

FONT: Averta Bold

INSTALL  
Pin mount lettering and smile so it is 1/4" offset to the wall.

**SIDE DETAIL**

Scale: 1" = 1'-0"

1/4" standoff

**ELEVATION**

Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0"
A. VINYL LOCKER KIOSK DECALS “Scan Barcode Below / Arrows” Qty: 4
First surface vinyl cut decal with text to be cut out of Matte Black vinyl and arrows cut from Orange vinyl to match PMS 1375C.

B. VINYL LOCKER KIOSK DECALS “Alignment Lines” Qty: 4
First surface white control tac with digital graphic printed to surface with a matte laminate. Orange vinyl to match PMS 1375C.

C. VINYL LOCKER KIOSK DECALS “Alignment Arrows” Qty: 4
First surface white control tac with digital graphic printed to surface with a matte laminate. Orange vinyl to match PMS 1375C.

D. VINYL LOCKER KIOSK DECALS “Tilt Phone Visual” Qty: 4
First surface white control tac with digital graphic printed to surface with a matte laminate. Orange vinyl to match PMS 1375C.

MOUNT
First surface direct application to kiosk.

REFERENCE PHOTO
Scale: NTS
**INTERIOR - RETURNS WALL ICON**

**DIMENSIONAL WALL ICON**

Scale: 1" = 1'-0"

**A. DIMENSIONAL WALL ICON**

Qty: 1

1/2" Sintra with white direct print graphics (black 65%).

**INSTALL**

Sintra icon is mounted to wall using french cleats. Center icon horizontally over returns cabinet and vertically align so base is 42" A/F.

**SIDE DETAIL**

Scale: 1" = 1'-0"

3/4" French Cleat

1/2" Sintra

Wall

**ELEVATION**

Scale: 1/2" = 1'-0"

EQ

42" A/F

EQ
Employee Action Statement

Scale: 3/8" = 1" - 0"

Customer Obsession
Have Backbone; Disagree and Commit
Dive Deep
Deliver Results
Earn Trust
Frugality
Learn and Be Curious
Bias for Action
Ownership
Invent and Simplify
Are Right, A Lot
Hire and Develop the Best
Insist on the Highest Standards
Think Big

Employee Principles

Scale: 3/4" = 1" - 0"
**INTERIOR - COMMUNITY WALL**

---

**PEGS PLAN VIEW**

Scale: 1:1

A. 1" Deep Peg

B. 1" Deep Peg

---

**PEGS PROFILE VIEW**

Scale: 1:1

A. 1" Deep Peg

B. 1" Deep Peg

---

**1" DEEP WALL PEGS**

Qty: 261

1" Deep acrylic pegs with a 1" diameter to be laser cut and painted to match corresponding transit line.

**261 TOTAL PEGS**

- 77 = Red (Paint to match PMS 485)
- 30 = Blue (Paint to match PMS 285)
- 103 = Green (Paint to match PMS 355)
- 51 = Orange (Paint to match PMS 1375)

**MOUNT**

Pegs mounted to finished wall using a paper pattern and with VHB adhesive.

---

**2" DEEP WALL PEG**

Qty: 1

2" Deep acrylic pegs with a 2" diameter to be laser cut and painted to highlight the Amazon Campus location. Entire peg painted black with an inner circle painted orange to match PMS 1375C.

**MOUNT**

Peg will be pin mounted to finished wall using a paper pattern.